
We propose Partition-from-Motion,
a set of initialization and
regularization strategies that helps
realize parted-based human body
reconstruction with no need for
partition labels.
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LBS-based:
• The neural skinning network for

neural implicit functions barely
generalize to novel poses.

Part-based:
• Relying on ground-truth part labels.
• Lack of explicit modeling of the

interaction between parts.

The data we use is a sequence of point clouds, which captures the shapes of a
person in varying poses. For each frame, we first fit the body skeleton to the
point cloud. Then, we set up local coordinate systems based on the skeleton
and define a neural implicit function in each local space. Finally, we optimize
the union of the functions to reconstruct the surface.

Optimized rigidness coefficients: the
matrices of the scaling factor 𝛼 are
symmetric, while the matrices of the
bias factor 𝛽 are skew-symmetric.

Adjacent part seaming by local rotations:
When trying to recover a point 𝒙 on the
bone 𝑏! to its original position, the point
𝒙 is expected to go through two different
rotations. We blend the offset vectors:

Supervision:

Input:

Bone-centered initialization: We initialize each part
into a small sphere (r = 0.01) at the bone center.
Then, parts are not intersected, and the SDF of a
part approximately equals the distance to the
bone center. This ensures that most points are
assigned to the right part when training begins.

We propose Adjacent Part Seaming,
a parametric method that explicitly
models the interaction between,
improving the pose generalization
by a large margin.

Bone limit loss and section normal loss: When two
parts barely have relative motions in the training
set, they are at high risk of overlapping. This leads
to artifacts when the model is animated under
novel poses. Therefore, we propose a bone limit
loss and a section normal loss for regularization:

Blending weights from “Competing Parts”: We define the
tendency of a point 𝒙 to move with either bone 𝑏" or bone
𝑏# as

Then we define the blending weights of the point 𝒙 with respect to bone 𝑏"
and 𝑏# as

* E: pose extrapolation, I: pose interpolation

Limitations: Since the #13 and #14 joints of SMPL are too close to the spine, our
method learns a small chest and large shoulders. When shoulders move
drastically, the model converges to overlapped parts. Therefore, inconsistent
part division around the chest can be observed during animation.

Ablation study: We run experiments
with each main component disabled
and visualize parts in an unseen pose
at the early stage of training.


